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THE REEF
Wings were about us, thick as the air,
Pinions with the whir of angels sprang;
But no, from us no fury woke them so,
No horror drove them shrieking to the storm,
No fear but of the love we slyly bore.
The ebbing tide surged. Somberly we turned
To rowing, knowing once again the pull
Of rock and slipping wash against the oars,
The stilling drip of an uplifted blade.
In haloes above the reef hovered gulls.
But not our lurching boat in its ordeal
For all the froth and cold unrest it made
Upset our snare: and oh, in what trespass
The dreaded remiges descended there:
But one we knew, we loved enough to feed,
And he was tame enough to come and take
The bread away out of your hand. Was he
Too bashful to accept our recipe?
The limits we allowed for were but reach.
We shoved our crumb of bread . . . how close, how muchA stricken hand, a glint of blood, and then
The shock of wind from where he B.ew.
We dropped the oars. What wildness had we shared?
What hidden phantom brushed us with the air:
What final taming held us from his touch?
Peter Hollenbeck
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JOAN
woke from a sound sleep to a
noise in the twin bed across
ltecognizing the sound, he waited
before turning to her. It would
Some crappy, unstated thing
lie bothering her. She would want
and she would be inconsolable.
could go back to sleep without
that he had been awake. He lay
beck turned to her and stared out the
concentrating on the dimly lit area
streetlight on the corner. She was
watching him, waiting for the slightready to call out to him. He
lftllain motion less and to affect the
-'mtlaing of a man asleep. After what
!ikt hours of lying still, watching the
lit sidewalk and hearing her muffled
aod slight sighs, he finally rolled over
beck and looked across at her. She
watching him at all. His bed creaked
on his side to face her squarely,

but still she did not turn. She was sitting
in her bed, child-like, staring at the wall,
looking for all the world as if she had been
doing just that for hours while he had been
asleep.
"Honey," he began quietly after a moment,
"what are you doing?"
She made no reply. He was not even sure
that she had heard him.
"Honey, you're crying. Again. What's the
matter now?"
"For God's sake, Lou. Don't ask me what's
the matter. " She spoke this to the wall.
"All right. Shall I go back to sleep? Do
you just want to stare at the wall like some
sort of goon and cry? Do you want me to
stay awake? What do you want, Chris?"
She reached under her pillow for her handkerchief and held it to her nose for a moment.
''I'm thinking about that poor woman," she
finally said.
"What poor woman?"

" You've forgotten her, haven't you? Just
like that, you've forgotten her."
"Chris, what in the hell ~re you talking
about? I can think of any number of poor
women. I don 't have the slightest idea who
you're talking about."
"I've been thinking of that poor woman we
saw at the supermarket tonight."
"The one with all those scars?"
"Lou, will you please not speak so casually
about people's scars."
"All right. She was a mess. I feel sorry
for her. But-Christ Almighty, Chris-! don't
feel like staying awake all night worrying
about her. She has her scars. I have to get
up at six-thirty in the morning. We both
hwe problems."
"Then go back to sleep. I didn't ask you
to wake up."
He waited.
"Lou, we stared at that woman."
"I didn't stare at her, Chris."
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"You saw her scars."
"But I didn't stare at her. For Christ's sake,
Chris. You don't have to stare at something
in order to see it."
"Well, I stared at her. And when she saw
me looking at her, she dropped her eyes to
the floor. I don't see how I'm going to
forget it."
"Chris, you don't even know the woman."
She finally took her eyes from the wall and
turned to him. "You have a singular ability
to come up with stupid answers." He was
the wall.
"Chris, that woman can't be all that's bothering you. You don't operate that way. What's
really the matter?"
"I told you not to ask me what's the matter.
It's bad enough that you give stupid answers.
Don't ask stupid questions."
"All right. I'm sorry. If you don't want
to tell me what's the matter, forget it. I'll go
back to sleep." She was staring at the wall
again anyway. He thought she would really
prefer that he should go back to sleep. Perhaps she even wished that he weren't there.
"What would you say if I told you that
Lucy's fingernails are what's the matter?"
She gave one of her nearly insane laughs, and
he began to worry. "Yes, how will that do
for an answer to your stupid question? Lucy's
fingernails are what's the matter."
Louis rubbed his eyes steadily for a mo-

ment, digging his knuckles into them, brushing away the sleep. Then he turned on the
light above his bed.
"Turn on your light, Chris."
She did this mechanically, still without
looking at him.
"All right. Tell me all about it."
"Lou, don't use that tone of voice."
"Chris, you're upset. I can see that.
would really, really like to know what's the
matter."
"Don't ask me what's the matter! Damn it,
will you remember that?"
He got out of his bed and went over to
close the window. She was going to be noisy.
"I don't know what's the matter, Lou."
She said this quietly, almost to herself. He
lifted his arm and let the window slide open
again, letting his eyes focus again on the sidewalk beneath the streetlight. It had grown
no lighter out .. It was still an area of dim,
foggy light surrounded by deep blackness .
"Are you listening to me, Lou?" She had
not spoken for several minutes.
"Yes. Tell me about Lucy's fingernails."
"If you're going to make everything sound
funny, I'm not going to tell you a thing."
''I'm sorry. It is a little funny, though. You
laughed yourself only a moment ago." He had
come to the side of her bed. He sat down
and placed his hand on her shoulder.
"Lou, will you forget about your glands for
a minute and listen to me."

"Honey, I wasn't thinking of my
I was just trying to console you."
She gave her nearly insane laugh
and he thought of the open window.
she said through her laughter, "do you
that half the time you sound like a
in a goddamned play or something?
please not say things like that-that
trying to console me." She had
laughing. "I get so damned sick and
of people sounding as if they aren't
people. Now, please, Lou-will f01
forget about your glands and consola ·
everything and just go back over to yoar
hed and sit and listen to me?"
He went back to his bed, thinking
thirty year old wife was acting like
year old. ''I'm listening," he said.
had remained silent for quite son1e tunt
"I don't know what to say."
"You can begin by telling me about
fingernails. which I do not think are f
"Oh, that. Lou, I don't know why
such a thing bother me, but that's
stuted the whole day off wrong. lucy
me on the phone for a half hour this
and all she did was complain about
two fingernails she had broken. What
be stupider than that? All she could
about was her precious godd1mned
n~ils. T fiMily hung up on her."
"Chris. Lucv's your best friend."
"She is stup;d, Lou."
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right. She's stupid. Does that take
it?"
you know I wouldn't get this upset
that. That doesn't take care of it."
"Do you know why I hung up?
goddamned cake in the oven. A cake!
worried about a goddamned cake . After
up on her and went to my cake, I
help thinking that it was just as bad
fingernails . Me with my cake, and her
fingernails . Well, we're both just
Thats' all."
were really working
I started wandering
the house, and I decided all that
Provincial furniture I spent so much
money on is just plain stupid. It is,
Fingernails, cake, French Provincial
It's all just stupid."
still making no particular sense.
through a long silence for her to
do you know what I thought of
I thought of selling all that furniture.
to God, this morning I thought I
all our furniture and take all our
out of the bank and send it to CARE
Now, what does that have to
anything? It's just another stupid
God, Lou, am I nuts or something?"
do it, did you?"
what?"

"Sell the furniture and send all our money
to CARE?"
"Of course not."
"Then I guess you aren't nuts. But I still
don't think you've told me what's really bothering you, Chris . What else have you been
thinking about?"
She waited for a long time and looked as
if she were going to cry again. "My God,
Lou, I've been thinking about my mother'"
"Your mother has-"
"Lou, if you tell me once more, just once
more, that my mother has been dead for eight
years, I'm going to slap you. I'm not kidding,
Lou."
"All right. What were you thinking about
her this time?"
"It doesn't make any sense."
"What were you thinking, Chris?"
"This afternoon I remembered the first time
cussed in front of my mother. I was seven
years old. I said 'shit' by accident. She didn't
let me out of the house for a week. Lou,
when I remembered · it, I was very ashamed
of myself and very ashamed of my motherat the same time. It was awful. It's probably
the stupidest thing that happened all day."
She was crying again now, still not looking
at him. He hadn't the slightest idea what
was bothering her, but he wanted very much
to help her. He got out of his bed and went
over to the window, waiting for her to go on,
not wanting to pry. She was into delicate

matters now. He knew her well enough to
know that.
When he had waited for some time for her
to volunteer some further comment, he finally
spoke. "Chris, you still haven't told me anything to let me know why you're upset. Will
you please help me help you?"
"I don't know what to say, Lou," she
almost whispered.
"I don't either, Chris. And I'd like to.
Now please, tell me what started all this."
The tears came at once now, and she was
completely like a child . He could hardly hear
her choked voice. "Lou, I've been reading this
book about Joan of Arc. And I just feel stupid
and small. That's all there is to it." She
fell back on the bed and let herself give in to
her crying.
He stared intently at the sidewalk now, still
noticing no new light. Bugs were flying close
to the bulb of the streetlight.
"Honey, I have to get up early tomorrow.
If I don't get some sleep, I won't be able to
do my job. Now, would you like a sleeping
pill or a glass of milk? What would you
like?"
She was even harder to hear now, like a
crying child trying to explain how she has cut
herself. "Lou, I don't want a pill, or milk, or
anything. I have to come up with something.
Can't you see that? I have to come up with
something."
David Curry

THE WIDOW
The widow, in cheap black crepe,
Stares at herself through a mirror.
As she sits on her see-saw, the gape
Of her rouged face grins terror.
Up and down the teeter-totter
Grinds on springs of urgency;
She avoids the stare that sought her,
Peeping from the transparency.
Peter Langlykke

LATE AFTERNOON IN THE COUNTRY-SPRING
Adonis . . . you shall have a lasting
monument: each year your death will
be my sorrow."
-MetamorphoJeJ, Book Nine
first thing he saw as he came through
door from the corridor was the green of
's scarf knotted neatly regal about her
Then he lost his vision, as even the
bare bulbs were bright to his eyes, just
from the nearly complete darkness of

11Dk.
door slammed to a shut on the black
white, the monotones, on the pervading,
stench of dead alcohol, on the grainy
of air, on the captive drunks' chanting.
bail is twenty dollars," said the man
the desk. "For one night's free room
board and a cooling down."
man who had escorted Arthur in let
of his arm and went back through the

door into the hall. Again the voices complained for relief.
"Hey, cop--when you going to let us free
from this Hell-hole?"
Arthur stood motionless. Besides his paleness, there were several bruises on his face,
including a stitched cut above his nose, and
his long brown hair was disheveled. His
mouth was fixed in a startled, apologetic halfgrin. He was not capable of moving, or even
thinking.
From behind the desk the' man said to
Diana "Or maybe it's warming up he needs,"
trying to leer at her. "We found him down
by the docks last evening nearly slashed to
ribbons-dead drunk."
He took out a long form and turned to
Arthur. "Full name?"
"Arthur Allen Stewart."
"Address?"

"2105 Vernon Place."
"Age?"
"Twenty-six."
"Occupation?"
"Instructor of English."
"Twenty dollars, please."
The woman placed the money on the desk.
She had not greeted Arthur. She did not
even look at him as he answered the questions.
Another drunk was brought in through the
front entrance. He smiled and said hello to
her. He tried to pinch her and succeeded in
lingering her stomach. Arthur still did not
move, even as the others jumped to control
the new arrival.
"You c~n go now," the man behind the desk
said over the confusion. "However, the next
time you decide to get drunk and get yourself
lacerated . . ." But he could not think of
anything to finish the sentence.
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They walked in silence down the steps from
the jail to the street. She hailed a cab, and
they rode quietly for several minutes.
"Is this going to be a yearly routine?"
Diana finally asked.
He didn't answer. Then, feeling some obligation to speak, he said, "I hope it was no
trouble."
Then there was silence again. Arthur
watched out the window. He watched the
department stores and the mannikins and the
white puffs of people spurting out of the
doors. He tried to concentrate on colors and
tones, since he had been a night without them.
It was no use.
"We have an engagement this afternoon,"
Diana said. "The picnic." She was contemptuous.
"The picnic?" He had melted into the
back seat of the cab. He did not want to
move or think. He could not.
"Yes," she said. "Don't you remember
asking one of your classes to bring their
girls to your father's country place." Her
words fell on ears that heard nothing.
Watching the sidewalk, he saw many peo·
pie before he saw the girl. But she, the girl,
shattered through to him. Their eyes met

briefly, exchanging, he thought, some sort of
intensity-until she was washed back into the
waves of people. He had thought her quite
lovely with her dark, listless face, her black
hair flowing over the top of her spring coat.
She had a slight scar on her right cheek. Like
a girl, he thought, he might come across in
a field somewhere. Come across and take,
and, having taken, abandon.
A certain
womanliness to be abandoned since it was
fading, almost unctuous, overflowing like her
hair. To be taken and abandoned and heard
from ten years earlier. To be heard that she
died in the childbirth and that now the child,
the boy, was prodigious, wanderingly museful
on the greens, over the rivers, on the
greens ...
"Green, did you say?" he asked.
"Yes," she said. "You told them thev
must come to the country now because everything is so green. Remember? The grass,
the trees, the flowers." She was impatient at
having to repeat herself.
Her little sarcasms scared him. And there
was something about the way she looked just
then that caused in him both fear and envy.
Her face then was lifted a little high, and, as
the taxi glided through the streets, flooded

with people, she seemed like a queen glidiiJ
through her populace, like a sun queen, a
of life.
She took out a cigarette, lit it, and o
it to him. He didn't move. Exasperated,
threw it away.
"They were horrid to me, you know,"
said. "The men in the police station.
all the way down there the people, the
rible bums and wasrels, leered and s
at me."
"A beautiful woman is a rare thing,
cally down there," Arthur said distantly.
"But those men. The one behind the
with that sordid grin stamped on his
He kept asking me what was I doing
ma'm, would I be staying, ma'm, and 110
can't come out, m'am, but please woal
stay, ma'm."
"I also came to enjoy the local
Arthur said less reluctantly.
you know. Singing like that. Chantinc
the black night long for another drink, 11
get out, or for a woman. You'd think
learn that when you're in jail you don't
what you do in the outside world."
"I see," she said, "that you found your
of some literary merit."
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the gliding young queen again, her
just too high. There was a line
lhrown from the sun, running smooth·
her jaws and down her throat, which
walt over her rising breast into the
her yellow dress.
didn't talk again until they had left
Then she insisted they had no time
him start off immediately in their
for the country. Even then, for the
they were quiet all the way.
asked, as she had often asked
do you always do these things?"
said ''I'm young. I have certain

slapped him. Not hard, but he
off the road. After that, Arthur
heard her cry, but he did not dare

even look back.
They drove by the driveway to his father 's
house and turned down a dirt road about a
mile beyond, still on his property. They
parked the car in a pine grove where the
others' cars were and walked down a short
path opening up into the field. He saw that
things were indeed green- the pines (they
were always green), and also the scattered
oaks, and on the bluff at the end of the field
the grass and even the weeds were green, and
the water of the river beyond the bluff was
a brilliant green, and it reflected on a
freighter just pushing out of sight.
The others were spread around the field on
various blankets with wine and food. Arthur
and Diana sat with a boy named John Rogers.
The girl with him was quite young and looked
a bit like a squirrel.
"Welcome to our sunshine holiday," John
said. The girl with him was Susan, and
Arthur disliked her immediately.
He lay flat on his back. Diana lit another
cigarette, and this time he didn't move either.
But she bent over, and, prying his mouth
apart with her fingernails, she stuffed the
white form between his lips. She said nothing, but her eyes expressed a royal admoni-

ti on. The smoke burst from his lungs in a
straight column before branching out like a
great silver birch. Arthur turned on his side
to talk with John.
" Do you know, " Susan chattered. "I think
spring is the most delightful time of year."
"Is that right?" said Arthur with no
patience.
John began. "We had been noticing, sir,
that the smaller boats make all the noise as
they go by. But you'd never know one of
those freighters was passing."
"Yes," said Arthur. "They plow by, and
then the water closes up behind them, and
for all their labor you'd never know."
Diana laughed. "Frightened, my husband?"
She always said things like that-and just a
moment after he thought them. He never
dared form them into words . She always did
and laughed.
Two of the others came to John's blanket
saying they were going swimming in the river.
They asked John and vaguely Arthur to join
them.
John became embarrassed. "Beasts!" he
said. "Me? Expose the bare nobility of my
very privacy to the river, to these ladies?"
His frivolity nearly worked. And it did re-
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lieve the tension of his embarrassment to
uneasiness. He called out as the two walked
up the bluff, "I hope you get hit by a boat !"
He laughed, and they all laughed.
Arthur talked on with him-about the
boats for a long time, and next about books
and writing, and it was then that he, Arthur,
said that he would probably quit.
"Quit writing, Mr. Stewart ?" John asked.

"Yes."
"But why, sir?"
And Arthur said how he didn't really have
a reason but that he was just tired. He said
how it was just a vanity, writing, and a selfdeception. Thinking you've finally done something good. if there is anything good, anything more than appropriate.
"Appropriate, did you say?" John asked.
"Yes," he said. "And only temporarily so."
"I think that there are some things that are
more th an temporarily appropriate," Susan
said-which was just about the end of her.
The two men laughed, and, exasperated, Susan
rose and left.
They went on talking about writing, and
John said that he was not going to quit
writing as yet and that he would still keep
bringing in his manuscripts for Mr. Stewart

to read. And later on, when he had an
aud ience, John got up and sa ng a while. All
the songs. Any that would amuse. He made
them all laugh, danci ng like that, and, when
he came to "Life is But a Dream," he looked
right at Arthur. And then he recited-lots of
Byron and "Fern Hill" and anything lush and
springy. As he went on and on, Arthur
laughed still, but gradua lly with more of a
curios ity, of a horror, th an amusement. Life
was just a song, a dance, and so John sang
and danced, wine-blurred. Arthur told him
he was very clever after he had finish ed and
sat down. Then Diana bent over to him,
Arthur, and whispered into his ear very
slowly, firmly .
"Leave him alone," she said. She said it
again and again and then said other things,
but he didn't hear.
He felt almost stunned now, and , while
Diana was whispering into his ear what he
had already known, he asked John quietly,
"Is life but a dream, John'"
"Of course," said John , and Arthur shrank.
He felt distorted. Like a map.e wing or an
acorn resting on a pavement. When he heard
John say "of course" like that and while
Diana was still whispering in his ear, he

clenched his fists briefly and then, openill8
them, swang. He hit her, D iana. Hard, harder
than ever anyone before. She let out just a
little whimper and fell flat to the ground, but
tearless ly.
As the others watched, stunned, Arthur got
up and wandered about the field a bit and
then walked to the top of the bluff. When he
reached the peak, he saw the two figures lyill8
naked on the rocks. Slowly he made his way
down the steep incline, unti I after several
moments he was on th e rocks. Very carefully he removed his clothes. Just as he dived,
he felt the not quite summer air over ·
fresh body, and for the first moment in the
water he was paralyzed, frozen. But th
swimmi ng even gently, his body began work
ing again. When he spread his limbs out
barely floated , he could feel his pulse th
bing, at first slowly and then qui ckly, as
blood began to rush, unevenly because of
bruises, through his wrists, his thighs,
loins. He swam nearly half-way across
river and back. Swimming closer to the sh
he saw a figure standing on the bluff.
sun on the rim of the bluff prevented
seeing who it was, but when he swam do
the river so that the figure blocked out the
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that it was Diana. He wondered
she had been watching. Finally he
her to come down. He heard her
but could not make out the words.
Jbt started to descend, one of the two
rocks began to dress and the other
into the water. Arthur came out
himself with his shirt, put on his
his coat. He watched Diana
then stumble down the hill at
Soon she fell into the shadows
hair, her scarf, her dress, her skin.

she reached the bottom, he was sitting

alge of the rocks, playing with an
had fingered, half-buried, from the
He noticed that she was smiling again.
8ickal the acorn at her, and it struck
blow to her cheek just where he had
with his hand before. Her right cheek
and already there was a bruise there.
she smiled.
put you in jail for that," she said .
you should."
then," she said, "I could ask you
all night long, like who are you J' "
•hiDhv:si·,rally speaking, do you mean?"

"Arthur Allen Stewart."
"Address J"
"2015 Vernon Place."
"Age?"
"A youth. Twenty-six."
"Occupation J"
"Instructor."
"Of?"
"Of English."
"Any theory of literature?"
"Vaguely ortho-pyxidial Stewartism."
"Pyxidial ?"
"Pyxidium-from Greek, pyxiJ, a box . In
botany, a seed-case with two parts. In literature--"
"Nonsense I What do you do J"
" D oJ" he asked.
"What rituals do you participate in daily J"
"Initiation of the young, procreationformerly literary writing."
"What motivational dreams?"
"Last night I dreamt I was a queen walking on the desert with four men, ' baJJo profunda, singing, chanting my life-giving
glory . . "
"Did you say queen?"
"Well, perhaps a castrato."
"Your recent past history?"

"Last night I tried to lacerate myself."
"Where?"
"Wrists, ank les, temples
"You succeeded?"
"I failed ."
"Your immediate intentions ?"
"To walk with the jail-keeper down the
shore just beyond my father's place where·
there is no one to see and then to take a swim
with her."
He flicked a stone, a pebble, at her and
struck the cheek again.
"Why, you bastard! And if you think I'd
go swimming with you, you couldn't be further from the truth ." She laughed and ran
off, but he noticed that she was running in
the direction of his father's place. He had
known that she would respond. There seemed
a great life to her as she gamboled for him.
He watched her run off until she was just
black and white to his eyes-and a tiny green
tinge of regal scarf. Then he walked with
some sureness after her, following the fading,
pale speck.

Lee A. Perron

SAND CASTLES

over in his sleeping bag. It was
kind and his head had been tucked
the zipper up to his ear. When he
he felt the hardness of the sand
He heard the sounds of gulls,
soprano cries that seemed to beckon
Reluctantly, he pulled his head
in the sleeping bag and looked out,
the beach in the half-light before

orange on the lightening horizon.
to rearrange himself in his sleeping
was now too fully awake to get back
and the sand had become almost
hard beneath him. Shaking the
of sleep from his body, he made his
of the bag as a moth shedding a
and climbed to his feet.
was a slight wind, and he shivered.
and clothes were damp, either from
air or from the downy, sweat-inducing
of the sleeping bag. He stood and
his eyes, and then walked in a small
the beach, watching the gulls as
and cried and sat on the wind.

face of the ocean, crowned by a pink ark
against the gray of receding night. On the
sea were small caps of white, approaching the
shore like a crowd. Shivering, he watched,
then pulled out a crushed cigarette from his
pocket. Coughing at the harshness of the
first drag, he threw the cigarette into the sea
and walked around gathering small pieces of
driftwood for a fire.
A gilt line was running from the sun to
the foam just before the shore. It had always
seemed to him, since he first saw the sun rise
here, that there was a bridge laid down which
could be walked if it were not for those six
or seven feet of foam. Now, as in the past,
he yearned to be able to walk that bridge.
Over the years he had grown to know the
beach well. He had swum here in the summer
for as long as he could remember. And, he
had been told, his mother and father had often
brought him here in a basket when he was
an infant. And this had been where he and
Tommy had played when Tommy had been
the straw-haired beauty of all who beheld the
two of them. The smaller, dark-haired one in
the summer snapshots had been he, who
skinned countless knees and elbows in the

blind following-of-tfie-leader his five year-old's
adoration of his brother had inspired.
First feeling the pan of black coffee he had
cooked over the little fire, he lifted it to his
mouth, spilling some on his shirt, and tasted
it. Making a wry face, he spat beside himself
and tossed the rest of the coffee at the sea.
It fell short and splattered on the sand. He
looked at the brown, steaming stain and then
knelt down beside it, pushing some sand over
it. Crawling around on the sand, he began
to push a pile over the coffee stain. Patting
it here and there, he smoothed it until it was
round. Pushing and scraping the sand with
his hands, it began to take the shape of a
fortress.
This was the way he had started his sand
castles when he was five. Tommy used to help
him then. They would build the castles close
to the water where the sand was wet and firm,
and the sea would come in and destroy them.
He would cry at the tide and his impotence
as an architect, and Tommy would smile. He
would feel that all his skill and ambition was
in those sand castles that the sea mercilessly
washed away, but Tommy seemed to help him
build them only to see them destroyed . He
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would cautiously select sites for the castles
high on the sand, away from the water, but
Tommy would insist that he would only help
him build if they could be close to the water
where the wet, mortar-like sand was. Tommy
always won and the castles were always destroyed. In the years that passed, he became
sure that Tommy had always smiled at him
in those moments.
As he attempted to sculpture ramparts and
turrets into the fast-drying, coffee-soaked sand,
he tried to visualize Tommy as his seven yearold brother of that summer when he was five.
He could always remember the way Tommy
looked then. At least, he could always remember Tommy's smile.
Once that summer, their parents had left
them alone at the house. Tommy had suggested that they put the kitten in the bath tub
and turn on the water. Tommy smiled when
they saw the kitten struggle, its claws unable
to grasp the smooth porcelain of the tub. But
the kitten's struggles had been so disturbing to
him that he wet his pants. Tommy found this
uproariously funny and, now, fifteen years
later, he could still see that expression of
unsympathetic amusement on Tommy's face.
He stretched out on the sand and looked at
the sea, tired for the moment of the sand
castle. It seemed to him that it could be that
day fifteen years ago when he had sat alone

on the sand picking at the red rubber patch
on the old tire inner-tube he and Tommy
played with in the water. Picking at the patch
like a scab, he had nearly removed it, unaware
of its purpose, when Tommy had run over to
him and grabbed the tube away, tearing the
patch off completely. Tommy had run to the
water while he shouted the ineffectual warning that he would tell their parents if he did
not stop and bring back the tube. But, Tommy
swung around, hopped onto the tube and,
paddling with his hands, quickly moved far
out of his reach.
He had stood at the shore watching Tommy
paddle farther and farther out, smiling back
at him and his frustration. He had turned
away from Tommy and squatted down to begin
building a new sand castle, burying the red
rubber patch in the oozing wet sand. After
a while he had completely forgotten about
Tommy and became concerned only with building a castle which this time the sea would not
destroy. Everything had been in his favor.
The sun was warm and quickly baked to
hardness the wet sand he piled on his castle.
The tide was going out rapidly, and he was
assured of protection by the increasing distance of the surf. He was sure that the waves
would never again come as high on the beach
as his castle. Tommy would not be able to
smile at another architectural failure.

But this sand castle, too, had perished. Thm
were no smiles this time. The incoming tide
which washed the castle away that night,
deposited the deflated inner-tube on the beach.
Lying back in the sand, he closed his eye.
Though the sun was now warm upon him,
he felt the same chilling cold that he had
felt when getting out of the sleeping bq.
He shivered and wrapped his arms arollllll
himself and then released them and spread
them out across the sand. He swung one IIID
and felt it shatter the castle he had just built
from the coffee-soaked sand. "You never for.
get how to build sand castles", he thought,
"You never forget ."
He opened his eyes and stared at the bling blue sky and then closed them, feeling the
tears run down his face. Opening his e,es
again, he saw Tommy's face against the skythe eternally seven year-old face----coming il
waves to his tear-blurred eyes. These Wl15
came upon him gradually at first, and IIIII
with increasing intensity, until it seemed they
washed over him and destroyed him. He fell
himself crumbling on the sand, the WPa
washing over him and reducing him untillr
was level with the sand, feeling himself diJil.
tegrate as though he were millions of gnill
of sand.

ADVICE TO A PROPHET
When you come, as you soon must, to the streets of our city,
Mad-eyed from stating the obvious,
Not proclaiming our fall but begging us
In God's name to have self-pity,
Spare us all word of the weapons, their force and range,
The long numbers that rocket the mind;
Our slow, unreckoning hearts will be left behind,
Unable to fear what is too strange.
Nor shall you scare us with talk of the death of the race.
How should we dream of this place without us ?The sun mere fire, the leaves untroubled about us,
A stone look on the stone's face?
Speak of the world's own change. Though we cannot conceive
Of an undreamt thing, we know to our cost
How the dreamt cloud crumbles, the vines are blackened by frost,
How the view alters. We could believe,

If you told us so, that the white-tailed deer will slip
Into perfect shade, grown perfectly shy,
The lark avoid the reaches of our eye,
The jack-pine lose its knuckled grip
On the cold ledge, and every torrent bum
As Xanthus once, its gliding trout
Stunned in a twinkling. What should we be without
The dolphin's arc, the dove's return,

things in which we have seen ourselves and spoken?
prophet, how we shall call
forth when that live tongue is all
that glass obscured or broken
we have said the rose of our love and the clean
of our courage, in which beheld
locust of the soul unshelled,

ask us whether with the worldless rose
shall fail us; come demanding
there shall be lofty or long standing
the bronze annals of the oak-tree close.

Rhhard Wilbur

Wilbur. Reprinted from hw volume, ADVICE TO A PROPHET AND OTHER POEMS, by permil;sion of Harcourt, Brace & World,
in THE NEw YORKER.

NEXT DOOR
The home for the aged opens its windows in May,
And the stale voices of winter-long
Flap from their dusty curtains toward our wood
That now with robin-song
Rouses, and is regaled. Promptly the trees
Break bud and startle into leaf,
Blotting the old from sight, while all the birds
Repeal the winter's grief
Pitilessly, resolving every sigh
Or quaver to a chipper trill,
And snaring the sick cough within the rapt
Beat of the flicker's bill.
Must we not see or hear these worn and frail?
They are such hearts, for all we know,
As will not cheat the world of their regard,
Even as they let it go.
Seated, perhaps, along a shady porch
In the calm, wicker stalls of age,
Old crones and played-out cronies, they project
Upon a cloudy stage
Gossip of strong-man, dancer, priest, and all
They knew who had the gift of life,
Artisan, lover, soldier, orator,
Wild bitch and happy wife,

the more as recollection fails,
Until for their enchanted souls
players are forgotten, and they see
Only such naked roles

As David was, or Helen, and invent
Out of their fabulous memories
Alcestis climbing home again, with big
Death-bullying Herades.

Is it like this? We have no way to know.
Out lawn is loud with girls and boys.
The leaves are full and busy with the sun.
The birds make too much noise.

Richard Wilbur

Rlchan. Wilbur. Repnnted from his volume, ADVICE TO A PROPHET AND OTHER POEMS, IJy permission of Harcourt, Brace & World,
,.lllilhed in THE NEW YORKER.

The interview was held at the poet's home in Portland, Connecticut, on a Sunday afternoon late in October.
Approaching the Wilbur home, we drove through an area of
conventionally modern homes, then turned onto a private drive,
deep with leaves that anyone else would have swept aside, went
through a veritable forest of trees, and met the Wilbur home
itself, an old, rambling, unpretentious and unconventional place-a bit of the country within the city.
The Pultizer Prize winning poet met us at the door in a splaslr
of yellow, a jacket that called the colors of the driveway leaves
back to mind. He led us to a screened porch where he had been
reading and had intended to have the interview. There was no
outlet for our tape-recorder on the porch, so we were led to the
living room. ("I've never used one of those things before," was
all he had to say about the recorder.)
While we assembled he recorder, Mr. Wilbur went upstairs to
hunt a manuscript for us. While he was gone, we noticed an odd
assortment of items in the room. On a table were two magazines,
a copy of the New Yorker and one of life Magazine. On the mantel was a small, gold-framed triptych, which the poet later explained had cost less than a dollar in some foreign market. A
gilded wicker chair dominated one corner of the large room.
Mrs. Wilbur, we learned, is engaged in a hobby of gilding old
wicker items ("to impress the New York crowd.")
When Mr. Wilbur returned with the manuscript, he pointed
out his own favorite items in the room, three stones found on
the ground in Rus~ia ("so perfect that they seem to have been
done by hand.") The stones were a bluish-grey, with deep, white
circles that did indeed seem designed and engraved. There were
a large stone and two small ones ("to unbalance the large one.")
For the interview, Mr. Wilbur sat on a sofa before a large,
floor-to-ceiling bookcase. (There are almost as many bookcases in
the Wilbur home as there are portraits of ancestors.) He spoke
in a deep resonating voice that must compliment his poetry
readings very well!. His speech was broken frequently by long,
thoughtful pauses. His humor was accented now and then by a
slight grin.
Let's begin with a question that is probably pretty familiar to
you. You rarely depart even partially from a traditional form in

your verse. You never depart totally. Is this simply a questi/11
what you find most comfortable, or do you have definite
against free verse?
WILBUR: Well, I would have to answer that in about
parts. With what I do (and it's true that I use a lot of
and rhyme) I feel most comfortable. And that's the reason
I could, of course, give arguments for the greater technical
tiveness of poetry that's written within and against meter
rhyme. But that would be critical, and I never pretend that
I do I do on principle. I do it because it feels right that
just as Adrian Quist thought it was right to use both ha.ru!J
his back-hand.
Now, as to whether what I do is traditional, I would tah
exception to that a little. It is undoubtedly traditional to
recourse to tetrameter and pentameter and to use rhymes.
don't very much follow established forms such as the sonnet.
written them, but I don't tirelessly turn out sonnets, ·
ballades. Often the forms I choose (the stanza forms,
arrived at rather intuitively or by luck. The line lengths
chosen much as a free verse writer chooses his line
according to the way the words want to fall. And the
will occur if they do occur. If they do occur, then
remainder of the poem I' 11 keep to rhyme as well as to tbc
cal pattern which is naturally developed. So my work, in
is likely to start out in something of a free verse
because my poems are usually not very long (I think the
one is about ninety odd lines) it's usually so, I think,
stanza form, first chosen in the light of what the rhythm
utterance wants to be, will interpret the spirit of the
cessfully throughout. I could argue, in other words,
artificia l many of my forms seem, they are organic in
when successful, organic throughout-in the same sense in
a free verse poem may be said to be organic.
And the third thing I wanted to say is that I haven't
against free verse at all. I think it's extremely hard to
I've been satisfied only three or four times with
done in free verse. But I hope that I'll continue to try
I'd say in general that the body of free verse poetry in
cnntains very few successes. One's criterion has to be

have to say about a free verse poem not that it
set of arbitrary rules and interestingly conflicts with
but that it just somehow seems right. You can use
inevitable to make this sound more authoritative,
perfectly subjective judgment. But I'm not afraid of
in this matter, since everyone has to be, and I
for instance, that most of Ezra Pound's free verse
to me inevitable, does not seem to me perfectly to
he has some triumphs in that kind. It's trying to
thing, to write free verse. And you could argue
certain effects which the varying of rhyme and
which free verse cannot possibly get with the same
emphasis, however lucky it may be. The example
is the fall of Satan as described in Paradise Lost.
Satan fall for about nine lines, and the reason he
fall so hard is that he disappoints the reader's
oE pauses at the ends of lines. Now there aren't
to disappoint in free verse, or, at any rate,
strong. And so the effects of free verse can not be
This is one reason, I think, why free verse writers,
of them, fall back on exclamation points.
to the term traditional is interesting, since I read
of your latest volume-in Poetry Magazine--rtlliewer complained of your unqualified use of tra111 mere decoration. I couldn't accept her comsince I had just returned to your poem, "Next
rotiml your extremely careful use of rhymes there.
wrds in the poem are important words that should
;, a number of instances, paired rhymes within
to contrast the old with the new, the old-age home
lltxt door. Do you often find yourself dissatisfied
not seeitzg the purpose of your devices, complain
I think so. When people who are averse on
formal verse of any kind light into me, I feel that
prevented by their prejudice from distinguishing
mere fulfillment of arbitrary form, from the
form.
you rightly, you are saying that in this poem,

"Next Door," I rhyme only important words generally or get
contrasts of meaning out of words that are paired by the rhyme.
And I hope that I do that. I have a strong objection to rhyming
on words that are of no importance. I hope that I have written
some poems that are successful in respect to completely consuming
the form and turning it wholly to expressive purposes. I don't
have any patience--any more than, say, Robert Duncan would
have any patience--with the tinkling villanelles of the eighteen
nineties. I can't think, however smoothly such poems move, that
they are any achievement. And I can sympathize with the free
verse rebellion of the teens of the century when I go back to the
poetry of the nineties and the tens, of the nineties and the first ten
years of this century, and see what inanely formal work was being
done by many poets who were in favor then.
Along this same line, how much do you feel that your work as a
poet has been influenced by your living a11d working in Academia?
Do you think this might have somethitzg to do with your traditional bent?
WILBUR: Oh, I suppose it might have at any rate confirmed
ways of doing things I already had. I suppose the first things I
ever tried to do, when I started writing at the age of eight or
nine, were in verse, tried to be in stanzas.
I just can't say how much proximity to the academies would
make for adherence to meter and rhyme. Some of the most radical
innovators in respect to form are or have been attached to the
academies. I don't think it necessarily goes along with Bohemia.
There's surely been no more academic poet in the twentieth century
than Ezra Pound. The fact that he's not spent a number of
years in the academies is an accident. They threw him out. He's
surely the most pedagogical personality and the most pedantic
personality in modern poetry. And you associate Pound with
formal freedom from the beginning to the end of his career.
Were you asking mainly about whether nearness to the
academies is conducive to formalism? Well, I've more or less
dodged the question, I suppose. But I don't think I can answer
it. You think of Cummings who stayed away from the academies
and sat down there in Greenwich Village for ·most of his career,
resisting us all and writing in soJmets, sometimes disguising the
fact that he was using traditional forms by typographical means,

but surely as literary and as formalistic as most of his brothers in
the academies.
Do you teach a course in writing at Wesleyan?
WILBUR :
I've taught courses in the short story, which I suppose
I'm not remarkably well qualified to teach, since I've published
only one short story in my life. I also teach a course in versification.
What do you feel are the merits and the weaknesses of such a
course? Did you yourself, when younger, take a course of this
sort that you feel you profited from?
WILBUR: Never.
Never took one, or never profited from one?
WILBUR : Never took one.
But it has to be said in the first place that if a student is not
talented, you can't do very much for him-and that if he is
talented, you still can't do very much for him. You can encourage
him. You can, if you're lucky, manage to identify yourself with
his objectives, which he may not as yet fully realize. You may be
able to help him discover what his emerging capacities are and
push him a little toward an earlier discovery, an earlier development of them. You can sometimes communicate some small technical trick or suggest some fresh, imaginative approach to material.
I use a number of exercises in my versification course, ask
people to do perhaps eight or nine exercises in the course of a
semester. Most of these are time-tested by now. And they will
very often encourage a student to look freshly at things in a way
which he can later make solid use of. The exercise itself may
not be much, but it perhaps will have the effect of shaking the
student up. An example would be this : I often say to a class of
poets, "You probably were brought up to feel that poetry should
be ennobling, that therefore streetlights should be compared to
stars, rather than stars to streetlights. Try comparing stars to
streetlights or making similar comparisons between supposedly high
things and things supposedly low." That's a very simple suggestion, and very specific, and people very often in taking it find
themselves profitably shaken up and freed from confining habits
of imagination.
The fundamental excuse for writing courses, I think, is that
they authorize the busy undergraduate to give some time to

wntmg and to feel that it might be as important as learning
of the kings of Britain.
A last thing that happens in these writing courses, if you
them as I do with considerable class participation, is
developing writer is given an audience--and usually a
friendly audience, since everybody feels a bit vulnerable.
Those are the few things that one can do in teaching writa.
the few advantages I think one can claim for it.
This may be getting a bit personal. How do you feel abolll
New Yorker, where most of your poetry first appears? Do tiNI
interfere with you?
WILBUR: Not at all.
Your word is quite final with them?
WILBUR:
Yes. I gather that they interfere consideral-.'y
their prose writers, even their best prose writers, thei: most
brated writers. They will quarrel with their prose writers
points of grammar, on points of fact, on points of internal
But the poets are allowed to do pretty much what they like.
isn't to say that the editors of the New Yorker don't look
your poem with Fowler's Usage in one hand and tell you
you've said which for that and that for whfch, and tell you
your system of punctuation is very idiosyncratic. Every
comes back, in proof, covered with queries. But they are
queries, and if you like, you can simply write stet, stet, Iltl,
down both sides of the page.
Only once, I think, in all the time I've been publishing
in the New Yorker, have they ever given me an ultimatum
said "You must change this word, or we will not print the
And this, amusingly enough, had to do with what they
as an antique spelling which would give the impression
a misprint. They're very sensitive about misprints. I
the word clocked instead of the more common word
describe what hens do. I wanted to say clocked for various
and was stubborn about it. But they were even stubborner,
finally, because I was broke, I let them print it as clucked and
restored it to clocked when I put the poem into a book.
the only time they've been anything but handsomely
TP' here do you feel that the best poetry in America is
fished today? Or do you even have such a feeling?

wouldn't know how to localize it right now. Things
spreld out. Magazines like the Saturday Evening
decades printed nothing but junk in the way of
lOW printing a quantity of good verse and paying
for it. The LadieJ' H ome Journal, I believe, has been
like Auden, for example--and Nemerov. I supread these magazines very much-! suppose -that
poetry in the Post and the Journal would still be of
kind. But, at any rate, the sort of poetry that
and others I could mention write is getting
_______.. , into middle-brow and slick magazines. It's
for the little magazines to feel as embattled
10 feel, and to feel that they are fulfilling a function
will fulfill.
how I'd choose among the little magazines right
admire Poetry M agazine for its readiness to open
talents. The taste of Poetry M agazine has never,
been infallible, but I think this is because of
catholicity, because they are willing to represent
and to take a chance on poets they've never heard
else has heard of.
it's not at all hard to get poetry published nowabe hard for us to sit down to look at a poem and
where it ought to go. It might go to the
Post. The same poem might go to the Kenyon
, "To Arz American Poet Just Dead," leads me
you might have something to say on a certain
Jarrell has had a great deal to say in the way of
abs.nce of a very large or very discrimirzating
in America. JIY hat are your own views on thjs
10• see any ways in w hich the situation might be

like a lot of Jarrell's criticism very much. I think
it sometimes in berating the American public, com-

tbeir neglect of poets. Even Whittier, Longfellow,
poets of the last century were not known to a
and it was not their best work which was
public which they did have. I suppose it could be

said that there have been times when poetry was better received by
the public and was more attuned to the public taste and comprehension. But I shouldn't say that present situation is a bad one
at all. Public buying habits favor the anthology rather than the
individual book of poems, but anthologies sell pretty well. , It may
be that the poetry public is far too much a school-made, collegemade public right now, that the public itself is far too academic.
But it's still a rather good and bright public, and one has to be
grateful for it.
I suppose the thing that encourages me most right now is the
popularity of the poetry reading as a form of-what would you
call it ?-entertainment, I suppose. I called the poetry reading a
form of entertainment when I was visiting in Moscow and talking
to some poets, among them Y evtushenko, and Y evtushenko said
"Why do you call it entertainment ?" He was very offended
by that, because he wanted it to be a higher word. Well, of
course poetry is a higher thing than entertainment, but I couldn't
think of a better word for it. And I explained to Yevtushenko
that I prefer to use modest words for what poetry is and does,
and he accepted that. In any case, I think that the popularity
of the poetry reading since the late forties is a very good sign,
a very hopeful thing. I'm astonished at how many people will
turn out, sometimes at the cost of a dollar, to hear the work of
someone whose poetry they don't know very well. And then I
think that the constant opportunities one has to read poetry, not
only at colleges and universities but in museums and other places
less strictly academic, are bound to have an effect on one's writing,
to effect it probably for the better and turn it toward the
dramatic, in the broad sense, and once again toward the simplicity of the song.
I don't suppose I've covered the whole range of the topic you
brought up, but it's a big subject.
D o you think a case could be made that the work of certain
poets-Eliot and Pound. fo r instance- has reached the _pohzt where
it ex ists only fo r poets-by poets and for poets? Could it be that
poetry, being so highly refi ned a medium, reaches a point in these
m en u ·here the general public. unable to interpret its devices,
c.tnnot get through the framewo1·k of the poem to its substance?
WILB UR: Some poetry, especially the poetry of Eliot's and

Pound's generation, clearly could be grasped, initially at least, by
a small audience only, and that audience was likely to consist in
fair part of poets. I think that's less and less the case nowadays.
You know these symposia on the subject of the Poet and his
Public which are held all across the continent every year. I've
noticed that indignant questions from the audience abo.u t obscurity
are rarer and rarer each year. And I think that there's a reason
for this, that actually there is less and Jess obscurity to complain
of, that the poets of my generation are far easier to understand
than Eliot and Pound. And also I suppose that we have a more
trained public at present, which is better able to cope with whatever difficulties there are in the poets of my generation and
younger.
Are you writing for a particular audience or for everyone?
WILBUR: Well, here I would have to talk as a critic and not as
a poet, because I think that when you write, as when you talk,
you're not really choosing your words according to your audience-unless you're talking, say, to children. You talk the way it seems
natural for you to talk. But, speaking as a critic and trying to
figure out what it is that I do when I choose my words, I suppose
that I am using a lexicon and a field of reference that belongs
not to the public as a whole but to that part of the public which
has had about as much education as I've had . . . Oh, maybe-since I'm a college professor-I'd better not say that. But Jet's say
people who have had a certain amount-a full high school education, and people who have done a bit of reading. I refuse to be
done out of the privilege of referring to Hephaestus if I like.
If that's what I want to say, I will refer to Hephaestus, regardless
of whether a large part of the population of southern California
doesn't know who Hephaestus is-for economy's sake, for the sake
of saying with point and resonance what you want to say. You
can't be forever attuning yourself to what that admirable fiction,
the average man, may be supposed to know. Of course you try
to be as simple as you can. You do this for the sake of making
yourself clear to yourself. And so some kind of availability to the
general public ought to be a by-product,' a natural by-product, of
the natural inclination of poetry to arrive at a maximum clarity,
a simplicity and condensation of thought. I don't see how you
can worry about the public. I don't see how you can worry

about your own implicit suppositions about your
course there are implicit suppositions in your choice ol
in your range of references. But I can't think that it IS
to be very aware of what these implicit suppositions
they can't be changed profitably.
When did you begin to write poetry?
WILBUR : Age eight.
When did you begin to think of yourself as a poet?
WILBUR : As a poet in the full sense ? Well, I
to think that way when my first manuscript was
1946. I had been piling up a lot of poems prior Ill
sending them from this war zone or that to my wife
friends, but I didn't think of myself as a profmionJ
proposing to be quite strictly a scholar and a teacher.
pened that a friend of mine saw some of my poems,
others, sent them to a publisher, and got them
upon I decided to put my head down and concentrate 1
on writing poetry. And I suppose that made me a poet.
Periodically I have doubts as to whether I'm a poet,
pose it has something to do with whether I'm
Right now, I haven't written any poetry for six month~.
feel much like a poet. You have to be writing, and I
that you have to be showing it to people and having
in magazines in order to feel that the word
to you.
IP'hy did you decide to translate M oliere? What do
you gained fr om translating him ?
WILBUR: Well, I can give a simple biographical
I told the Guggenheim Foundation, back in 1952,
a fellowship under which I would write a poetic
time the Poets' Theatre was getting starred in
waned to write a play for them. I got down, with
heim Fellowship in my pocket, to the desert of New
started trying to write poetic plays. And they ·
They were very bad, extremely wooden. I had 110
bringing characters on stage and making them talk
but the most stereotyped manner. I turned to
thought I might learn something about what poetic
be by translating him. I also turned to Moliere

with the Misanthrope for some years. I wanted to transfor its own sake, as well as for the sake of instructing
rm fairly satisfied with that translation from Moliere,
fairly satisfied with the translation of Tartuf!e I"ve just
And I'm glad I did them insofar as I did them for their
sake. As for what instrumental value the translations have
I really can't now tell-because I'm still no good whatever at
original poetic plays. I see no signs of improvements on
Perhaps, however, translating Moliere, communing with
IS I've necessari ly done in translating some four thousand
of his poetry, I've come to be more open and dramatic in
poetry. That's a possibility. I know that it has happened
become more open and dramatic. Whether I can trace it
or not, I don't know.
Jerome has admired your adherence to what he calls the
Tradition" in poetry, a natural imagery, natural exliol!-ltat•~re·-running through Whitman and Dickinson to
111d then to you. Jerome feels, as a matter of faa, that you
finest living poet. Is there some w nviaion behind your
to natural imagery? Do you lament the absence of
imagery in many major poets of the day?
· I suppose we have a lot of urban poets at present in
there's little nature to be found . And, as Geoffrey Grigson
out a while ago in one of his BBC broadcasts, there are
many modern poets who use natural imagery with a blithe
betony or zoology in it, you know. Dylan Thomas
by Grigson in particular, though I suspect that
coming as he did from a country part of England,
had a better, solider knowledge of nature behind him
current poets.
natural imagery because I was raised on a farm. I don't
have any feeling that nature belongs to poetry more than
materials. In fact, I had rather not (I've come around to
this) I had rather not make the distinction between nature
city. I'd like to see cities as objects quite as natural as
Cities are natural things for men to construct. I have
in other words, for using as much natural imagery as I
don't rebuke Delmore Schwartz, for instance, for being an

urban poet or for wntmg about city scapes. And I attribute my
use of natural imagery to simple affection and long acquaintance.
H ow seriously have you wnsidered writing in other mediums?
Y ou've mentioned the short story and the drama this afternoon .
Is poetry your favor ite medium? Marianne M oore has said that
she prefers the drama. I still find that impoJJible to believe.
WILBUR : I was just reading a quotation in today's New York
Times Magazine, from Nathaniel H awthorne. Hawthorne was saying that the sort of book he enjoys reading is exactly the sort of
thing he does not write, and that he feels he would find it very
difficult to read the works of anyone who wrote like Nathaniel
Hawthorne. I wonder if Miss Moore's attitude might not be
similar, because I don't think of her as a dramatic writer-in any
way. I think that this is probably the last of her virtues, the
least-! don't know exactly how to say that. It's the virtue she
has the least of.
My favorite field is poetry, though of course I have a belly full
of it every now and then. Everybody does, I think. There are
times when I don't want to read it, don't want to hear about it,
and had far rather read botany--or mystery novels.
I've · tried, in addition to writing poetry and an occasional short
story, to do some literary criticism-especially in nineteenth century American poetry. I've written about Poe and about Emily
Dickinson. And then I've had a go at writing Broadway show
tunes. I did or revised about eighty per cent of the lyrics for
Candide, the Bernstein-Hellman show of a few years back.
I might like to try it again if anything similarly high-toned came
along. There's a lot of excitement in comic opera or musical
comedy, a lot of possibilities which still haven't been realized, and
I do think that the appearance of institutions like the Lincoln
Center may make it more and more possible for composers and
lyricists and book-writers to be boldly high·toned and not knuckle
under to Broadway standards. That's what spoils most of it, and I
must say I have no interest at all in writing straight Broadway
mus. com.
,
Who do you feel are our finest poets u•riting in America today ?
And u•ho outside America interests you? I n pat·ticular, what
younger poets seem to you to be partiwlarly promising?
WILBUR: That's a dreadful question.

Actually, my tastes are fairly catholic. I would have to name,
if I wanted to name all the poets whose work has in some
measure pleased or instructed me--I'd have to name most of those
in any standard anthology. There are few poets whose names are
generally known that I would altogether reject. There are a few
less well-known than they should be whom I esteem very highly.
One of these would be ]. V. Cunningham. Another would be
Howard Nemerov. Another would be William Meredith. .All of
these people are ruo gnized poets, but they deserve even more
recognition than they have. I would say that there is nobody
writing better poetry in this country than Howard Nemerov.
There's no use my naming all the names you would expect me
to name, because they are the eminent names in any standard
anthology. I would name them, and cheerfully and honestly name
them.
The foreign poets who have most interested me are chiefly
French. And I suppose my most curious taste, because the poet is
not too well-known in America, is for the French poet whose name
is Francis Ponge, whose first book was called Le Parti Pris Des
Chases, and who writes constantly from the point of view of
things. He's even more of a "thing poet" than Dr. Williams or
Marianne Moore, and he's more prosaic, I should say, than either
of them is.
I'm being evasive again, but I just have so long a Jist that I
don't want to name it off.
Before one final, broadly generalized question, I want to pose a
topical question-for those who like things topical. How have
you received the news of Steinbeck's being awarded the Nobel
Prize? There's much comment on this, and I thought it would be
interesting to have your own comment.
WILBUR: Well, I'll say fiatly that I wanted Robert Frost to get
it, and think that Frost deserves it, and understand somewhat
why he didn't get it. Frost is hard to translate. In Russia he has
a good translator, a fellow named Sergeyev, and I think the
Russians see him properly, see his magnitude. It strikes me that
he's not been so fortunate in other countries. And then he's not
the kind of poet you associate with social protest, with generous
social feelings of a kind which people in other countries can
easily respond to. His politics are rather subtle, and of course in

his earlier poetry his politics are so conservative, so
conservative, as not to have any likely appeal to Europeans.
colloquialisms ask for some magnificence of talent in the ~
lator, and I'm sure that he hasn't transpired in the translaU.
he has been given in most countries.
Thinking back on Steinbeck, whom I hadn't expected to get*
Prize, I remember how much I liked Tortilla Flat and Of lUI
and Men and Grapes of Wrath-and I can't think that
important injustice has been done. The latter books of
I simply haven't read, so I can't weigh his work as a
I suppose what one asks of the Nobel Prize is simply that it
given to somebody who's good. And Steinbeck is good.
Now for that last, broadly, generalized question. Your
this afternoon make it clear that you think carefully. Yo11r
shows that you write it carefully. You've said that it's
months since you wrote your last poetry. Obviously, then,
something that you want to do and that you do with cart.
a young poet-in your early forties , published for abo11t
years. For a generalized question, nothing suggests itulf
than to ask just what you intend to do with your career as •
What do you see before you-or hope before you?
WILBUR: Well, you can probably anticipate what I'm
say, because I've more than once during our coJnvf~rsauon
conscious purposes, denied that I write in order to
projects or principles. I don't know what I'm going to
course, what I want to do is to write more poems. What
be like, I don't know. I hope that they'll be like what I've
written, insofar as what I've done is good. But I'm quite
to surprise myself by doing something odd or-by
verse, if you like.
All I can say is that I want to write some more, and
it doesn't come too hard, and that the decline will not
terrible.

OF KINGS AND QUEENS
The train has stopped at Pskov.
The crowds will shout,
"The Autocrat is caught.'"
Rondo, distant, murmurs of melting snow,
Soiled gauze laid gently on the wounds
Of a past winter.
Cigarette smoke, and finger-tapping
like teeth of dying soldiers in snow.
Nicholas by a window.
Warm winds blew at Lavadia;
Life was held within
The delicacy of crystal goblets.
But men played cards
In SwitzerlandOf kings and queens.
The staretz prophecy,
The drunken, madiera breath of a dying man.
"For when I"m gone, you too shall go."
To believe the unbelievable
Is to grasp at spiderwebs
Woven in the heavens.
Sign and secretly mourn the end.

M. Kirby Talley

POTS
I just had a dream and father
at meant that I was insane and
fixation on Spot."
replitd by rolling her mas~ over
aad grumbled into her pillow,
you're pregnant . .. "
the shade in Lucy's room
early rays of the autumn day
the room onto her older
They received a fresh heave
covers and some incoherent
Lucy.
lbe hell out-a here."
it's eighty-thirty- come on,
Baby walked over to the bed
the regular rise-and-shine

be sorcy if you touch me."
a cup of coffee."
again, this time spilling
htr covers onto the luxuriant
rug which occupied an honored

position next to her bed.
Baby walked downstairs to the
kitchen, past her mother, timidly patting Spot's head, and sticking her tongue
out at her father. She made a pot of
Sanka for her sister. She knew that the
coffee was only a psychological pacifier
and that the action of the actual caffeine
content was close to nil.
Depositing the coffee in Lucy 's darkbrown, hand-made room, Baby shuffied
down the hall into the brighte~ aspect
of her own frilled and canopied bedroom and got ready for school. She
dug out her rattiest denim skirt and
sneakers, then went back to Lucy's
room to get a sweater.
"How's that new forty-three-bean
coffee?"
Lucy grimaced . "What's Miss Baby
Jesus-Marilyn Monroe doing today?"
"School of course. Lucy, when are

you going to clean out this hole?"
Twelve coffee cups, loaded with cigarette butts littered the periferal area of
the bearskin rug. Baby took three to
the now-deserted kitchen, went through
the back door and drove Andy's Alfa
to school.
It was Friday and Baby had three
classes-Botany, Emybrology, and Psychology of the Adolescent. She was
glad she'd arranged her classes all on
one day, a lthough it had meant missing
a well-known lecturer in Embryologyshe didn't care. Her three day a week
routine of classes was thus accomplished most painlessly, and she had
plenty of time to herself.
The botany classroom was arranged
in amphitheatre fashion - long rows
stretching in semicircles. From the last
row center Baby was quite removed
from the lecturer and his desk which
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was arrayed with dull, red-brown pots
containing specimens which were,
according to the way in which they
were nurtured, either scrawny or luxuriant, green or chlorotic. At regular intervals the lecturer would raise these dull,
earthy pots for the class' inspection as
if some sacrificial priest. The pots
were rhythmically raised, scrutinized,
rotated, and placed back into their niches
to live or die, struggle or grow artificially verdant at the experimenter's
whim. Baby viewed this ritual inattentively, habitually following the movement of his pots up, around, and back
down. The dismissal bell caught the
lecturer with a pot up. He nodded to
the class, looked at the contents of
his right hand, rotated it once, and replaced it on the crowded desk top.
When Baby got home, Lucy was in
her basement workroom vigorously
kicking at her potter's wheel applying
the finishing touches to a large, flat
bowl. Around her were scattered, on
drying boards, a myriad of shapes in
clay. In the corner stood several canvases, energetically abstracted into

bright colors and accentuated forms.
Contrasting, in another corner, were
earlier works in subdued tones-colors
and shapes mistily washed into one
another like great yellow river deltas
flowing into an unknown green sea. The
new corner was, Baby thought, hard,
decisive. The sure colors of bold designs struck out from the canvas, not
seeking the observer's attention, but
commanding his being to unite with
them, and, for the moment, become
more than himself.
Baby scrutinized the bowl whose
rotating form glistened on the wheel
under Lucy's fingers . "You should
really stick to pots, Luce," she said,
"you turn them better . . . the kind
with big middles and skinny little
necks."
"Yeah ? Well mother decided she
needed a salad bowl so I thought it
might be a friendly kind of thing to
oblige. I do live here too."
Baby picked up a finished pot from
the work-bench-the kind she liked. The
rich metallic colors of glaze rippled
down its sides in bands of yellow and

green. She peered inside the
neck and ~ould faintly make
continuation of the misty green
She held it up, blocking her
vision to her sister, and
absently.
"I like this one," Baby said.
"Sort of potty-thought of yoa
I turned it."
" But the glaze is like you,
You're glazed on the inside, not
The girls went up to dinller
their mother.
"Where's
ning?"
"Your hard-working father
the office to finish the graphs
paper he's publishing . .. Baby,
going to J amesberg again
"Yes . . . think we'll make
"Kites The kind that fly on
. . Baby, you're really juvcoile
kites! " Lucy forced a laugh.
"What would you sugges~
ing?"
Jamesberg was Baby's projcd.
return for directing young
-disadvantaged chil
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she was allowed to put
series of intelligence and
That was for her

was a great event at the
home. For
hours, Baby would forget
Lucy, Andy-everything
each boy's mother. Some
others stolen, others merely
home. As they worked
she would go around
each. In the past several
had opened up to her and
as one of their own . They
her their warped ambitions
up shirt sleeves to reveal
pink scars, or pant legs
super-honed razors
10 their legs-symbols of their
and need for affection-

Lucy put her arm around the boy.
"Mark, Lucy doesn't like coons." She
gave him a hug.
"Man, white crackers jus' ain't got no
time fo' my black ass." They rocked
rhythmically with gentle laughter.
Back at home, Baby confronted her
sister in the living room. "The boys
asked for you, Luce--said you'd love to
come but were horribly busy."
"Ugh."
"Well, they'd like to see you."
"There's a letter for you in the hall.
Forgot it. It's from the dunce. Says he's
coming up next Friday-pretty goddamn presumptuous."
"First of all, by what divine authority
do you read my mail, and secondly he's
not a dunce, he's my fiancee. Besides,
he can't come on Friday and he knows
it. I'm going to Jamesberg."
"Andrew J. Pepper," Baby thought,
"what an assini ne name."
Lucy got up and started up the stairs .
"Hey Baby, get me out of bed in the
morning, will you."
She ignored her sister and went down

into the basement. She found the yellow
and green pot she'd liked, picked it up
and rotated it in the dim light which
hung over the idle wheel. Lighting a
match, which she later applied to a
Herbert Tareyton, Baby found a hack
saw in the tool bin. Placing the pot
squarely in a padded vise, she began
to saw, hard and decisive, with quick
even strokes. Half the pot she threw
away, and the other perfect half she
kept.
She held it up to the light. "Pretty
good ash-tray."
The neck, sawed
through at midpoint, provided a resting
place for her cigarette. "Really glad
Lucy glazes the inside too. Isn't that
like her," she thought.
She retraced her steps upstairs, put a
teaspoon of Sanka into a cup, and went
to her canopied bedroom. The new
ash-tray was placed on her night table,
and into it Baby crushed the stub of
her cigarette on the misty green glaze
which reflected the cigarette's glow. She
went to bed and dreamt.
Peter Langlykke

THE SPORTS SEASON
We flayed a path with golf clubs snapping
At heaves of wayward weeds
That streamed the fairway
Seeded and over-brimmed
By winter's season.
One bee Iwimi the mirthful air
In IPirali weaving wide;
One bee Itayi amid the ring
And Ioari with blooming pu!Je.
And as we neared the unkempt second hole
(Its blades of fragrance
Fluffing back and forth),
I felt the nip and numbness
Hit four feet
Crunching restless weeds beside the green.
One cloiei fail iii magic web
In frantic buzzing Ipini;
One flaunti itr trunk:
The life coniuming throne.

my coat-he shrugged it back:
up in this and wrap it tightly;"
to coax it on his shoulders,
then he said the wind was cold.
The life confiding bee stings out

Qllid lethal life and reels,
The captivated throne receives
The .<ucrificral gift.

wind lit home, and soon the brooding shades
whiffs of chestnuts in the weary blades.

Dwight Holbrook

WITH THE ROSE
to the hall table and picked up my
I've worn them for years and never
a new pair. I suppose that they were
when I bought them. Then I
the Bible, because I like to read
sometimes of a night, and because
were getting longer anyway. Then I
that Mother was crooked and looked
she were about to lean her tightly
on Father's shoulder. I reached up
the frame back in position, but the
was bad in my arms that night, and I
quite reach high enough, so I called
sister, "Mother's crooked, Lizzy. I ain't
_, straighten her, my bursitis being what
mel all ."
I went out onto the porch. The floor
and scaling and needed a new coat

of paint and I'd been meaning to give it one
for a long time but never quite got around
to it. I sat down in the wicker glider that
Father had bought back in the ' Eighties and
lay the Bible open in my lap and put the
bifocals on the Bible and looked across the
porch rai ling. The setting sun was behind a
cloud and the cloud formed a great, bloody
gash in the sky. I heard the flap of the table·
cloth as my sister shook the crumbs from it,
then the dull thud of the cabinet door as shf
put it away.
i buckled on my denims and walked
down the hall. the light was on in my
sister's room, because it was still dark.
the door was part-way open and cast a
dagger of light across the hall floor to
the wall on the other side.

oh, it's ever so long and black, ain't it
rna? elizabeth said.
i heard the crackle of the brush on the
electric chair. it's lovely. i do wish i had
such hair as your's chi ld . i went downstairs. father was puttering in the livingroom.
where in the name of all that's holy is
my breakfast? father said. he stomped
into the kitchen and plunged his arms
into the woodbox and piled an arm-load
in the stove and tried to light it.
katie! katie, we have to be at the store
to uncrate that new shipment of goods.
are we supposed to do it on an empty
stomach? father said, still trying to light
the stove. well, i'm doing as fast as can
be done, abe, mother said, from upstairs
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in my sister's room. has the cow been
milked?. i can't cook breakfast until she's
been milked anyway. father turned to
call me. i walked quickly out the back
door.
i was just going to do it, pa, I said.
i went out into the early spring cool.
the sound of father stomping around in
the kitchen carried hollowly into the dawn
stillness. the east was red. the kitchen
window was a sharp bright yellow square
in the amorphous black bulk of the house.
we went out into the cavernous dark of
the porch and sal on the glider and it
creaked when we sal down. we sat there
for a while without saying anything.
i kept trying to think of ways to say it,
but my throat was tight and dry and i
couldn't do anything but stare at the
white porch railing. the pointed toes of
hef shoes stuck out from beneath the hem
of her dreu and her hands were folded

in her lap.
you're awful quiet tonight, she said.
something the matter? i was iust thinking, clara, i said.
there's no moon out, she said. it's too
bad. i do so love to see the moon between the leaves of the trees, like it was
peeking at me.
clara, i said. i wanted to take her hand.
clara . . . the words stuck in my throat.
there was no sound but the metallic scraping of the crickets. i looked at her, at
her blonde, wispy hair.
rna says she wishes she had hair just
like mine, pa, my sister said. we just
took it out of the pig-tails. ain't it
long, pa?
she danced around him with her hands
behind her head, fluffing her black hair.
heard the scraping as my sister began to
scour the pans from supper, her yellowed hair
matted down with sweat, her printed dress

baggy on her formless form. It was ~
quite dusky, and already the hall light alit
rectangle through the screen onto the
It looked like a grid, countless lines
with countless lines, interwoven, on the
ing porch floor. I heard the clank as the
slid into the rinse-water.
the bell jingled as we opened the
the room smelled damp from the
There were the metallic smells, as a
and the sawdust; the new metal
fresh lumber smells.
the crates are out back, wes, father said.
i stood looking at the pale yellow
light coming through the store
and flooding the floor. the letters
the window were strange, ba
meaningless black forms against the
less brightness.
i said the crates are out back, father
i'm going, i said. the light was
back toward the window from the
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no sun at all, only a dull light
the clouds. the sky was a great
of sfeel, heavy and menacing.
"'1 body sway with 'the buggy and
not to think about anything. the
hoofs sounded dull and a little
from the road. the grass moved
in the breeze and i knew it was
rain hz a while and i hoped that
be over before the rain came
i new it wouldn't. the sky bore
on the horizon with a crushing
the horses moved slowly. my
ftlt clammy and the black arm-band
slipped down almost over the cuff.
the irregularities of the road
slowly from beneath the horse's
and slip quietly beneath the buggy.
11111 110 sound but that of the horses.
were scraping.
i said. clara, you know i don't
Wtll

want to be what my father is. you know
i ain't really satisfied with that kind of
life at all, that i want something else.
i know, she said. she let her hands slip
from her lap to the seat of the glider.
you know i want to paint. that's what
·i've always wanted to do.
i know, she said. she picked at the
wicker seat with her hands.
i want to enroll somewheres to study art.
father won't let me. he says that ain't
hardly a man's kind of work. he says
just peddlers paint. but i can't be happy
until i've tried, at least tried. i have to.
i'd have run off long ago, bu something
has kept me here.
oh? she said.
The Bible began to slip from my lap and
reached down quickly to keep it and my
bifocals from falling to the floor. I looked
at my hand, spread out over the open Bible
like a great warped claw. My sister pulled

another pan from the pile and began to scour
it. An insect flew before the screen in the
night, a white blob of light apart from the
screen. On the porch floor it was a black dot
in the mesh of lines and lines.
i .was sitting behind the counter on a
rung of the step-ladder, drawing hands
on the backs of lined order.forms. hands
are the hardest things to draw. the bottom drawer of my dresser at home was
filled with sketches on the backs of lined
order-forms.
the bell jingled.
the trappings on the horses jingled slightly. i looked up. it moved slowly, about
ten paces in fro.n t of the horses' heads.
it was glass on the sides and the black
drapings hung down over the top and it
looked like a display in the store window,
only father would never ha11e used black
because it scares customers. the undertaker looked ten feet tall on top of it,
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with his hat and all. and inside it the
box moved slighly with each jounce, like
a dried pea in a glass pod.
morning, george, father said. he was putting bags of plaster on the top shelf from
a ladder. my son'll help you, he said.
what would you like, mr. gordon? I said.
my, ain't you getting big, though? fine
son you got here, abe. you can tell he's
a nutting. yes sir. s'pose he'll run the
place for you one day, mr. gordon said.
. s'pose so, father said. man ain't worth
much if his own son don't care for what
he does.
he kept adding white bags to the row.
finally i saw the grey rows in the new
grass and they stopped the hearse near
the grave. it was like a great, gaping
wound in the earth. the rest of the buggies came up and bunched together, like
black flies. they all got out and swarmed
around the grave, murmuring. the two

grave-diggers were standing several paces
off beside the eggleston plot. i got out
of the carriage and dropped down to the
ground. my limbs felt infinitely heavy.
the shirt-cuffs chafed my wrists. they
had the coffin on planks across the grave
and i came and stood beside it and the
pastor's voice began.
what would you like, mr. gordon? i said
again.
pound of tenpennies.
the scoop crunched into the matted nails.
the scale quivered .
little more than a pound, i said .
fine, mr. gordon said. he walked over to
the cash register to pay.
say, what's this, son? he said. didn't
know you could draw. it ain't bad. you
ought to gohe ought to forget it, father said. unless
he wants to end up like his uncle jake
he ought to forget it.

he slapped another bag in place.

i heard the first hollow thud
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rattle of gravel as the earth hit tht
top. then another, steadily, rhythflfi
i turned away and walked towarl.
eggleston plot. clara emerged fro•
crowd and came to stand besidt
i heard the buggies creeping as tht]
to go. he's dead now, wes, sht
her face was pale. and there wtrt
tears.
her face was pole in the diffused
from indoors, and stood out from
blackness around us.
clara, i want
to ...
her eyes said yes and her body said
when will you go, wes? she asked.
i've been saving for a long time,
in a few more years i should
enough.
my father came down off the ladiltr
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J to where i was. his hands were
· t from handling the bags of plaster

he wiped them 011 the seat of his
s. i crumpled up the drawing and
htd him as he came toward me.
, he said, i ai11't one to be hard on
Dflm child. in some ways, my pa was
h on me, and lord knows i don't want
6t that way with you. but you ain't
1 a child no more. you're 11ear a
, and you've got to strtrt being one.
.,.s got a iob, and people respect
orrly if he does it the best way he
s how. and that's god's truth. my
is r11nning this store, same as it was
/lllher's. oh, there's them that wa11t
6t smart·alecky and shirk their jobs,
:JOIIr uncle iake. but those kind ain't
1 men. those kind never come to
good. you know about how your
iake thought he'd be smart and run
ad enlist, instead of staying here

and working the store with me and your
grandfather. oh, he was smart enough
all right. and he never did have to come
back here and work the way honest men
do . he died in prison. at least, that's
what killed him. he died coming back
here, actually, but it was from being
smart and running off; that's what killed
him. if he hadn't been so smart, he
wouldn't have been captured and sent to
andersonville. so don't you see, boy, it
ain't that i got anything against your
fiddling aro.und drawing or anything.
that's fine. but you've got a iob to do if
you want to be a man. so when you're in
the store, you tend store. you understand
me, wes? god's truth, i don't. want to be
hard. but it's time you learned. all right,
wes?
yes, pa, i said.
that's fine, he said. now why don't you
run along home and get some lunch and

then come back.
yes, pa, i said.
he's dead, wes.
yes, I said.
i mean, now you're not . . .
it was fairly inexpensive. father wouldn't
have liked a real expensive one, i said.
how much do you think the place will
bring? will it be enough to get you
going or . ..
the buttons on her dress were covered
with the same green-colored silk as her
dress and they went up one side of it
over one breast and came up to the high
collar. she reached up and fingered the
knotted handkerchief under her chin that
held the fluffy hat on her head.
i mean, it wasn't anything i had to borrow for . i'm not in debt, or anything
and it was done proper, just the same,
i said.
she pulled at the knot ineffectually.
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i said will it be enough for you ? will
you be able to manage? she asked.
i'll manage all right, i said. i worked
there long enough. i done most of the
work, anyway, these past few years, his
health being what it was and all.
she looked at me suddenly startled, as
though i' d stuck her, and put her other
hand up to the kerchief around her neck.
i knew what she meant. i hadn't wanted
to explain but i knew i had to and i put
my hands in my pockets. the pants were
too tight and the pockets hurt my wrists
where the cuffs had chafed them. i can't
finish everything off like that right now,
i said. affairs have to be settled and
arrangements made for my sister and all .
i can't just up and leave like i was some
kind of trash, like i had no obligations.
do you think i'm some kind of trash?
i asked.
she turned away and stood like she was

about to run, all tensed the way a wild
animal is when it's first in the cage. no,
she said. but are things really that complicated? can't things be cleared up . . .
and ...
i don't even have a buyer for the store
or the house. i can't just turn it into
money like it was magic or something;
i got to lind somebody to buy it. you
know that. maybe next year i'll have
sold it and i can enroll somewheres.
well, she said, drawing her mouth into
a tight smile with all the muscles of her
face lighting for it to be something else,
well i have to be getting back.
why, in a few more years i could have
more money than we'd ever need .
ask me then, wes, she said.
but she had already said yes.
i leanet/ toward her. her face was warm
and soft. and i kissed her.
I took the bifocals from on top of the Bible

and put them over my ears and squinted
the page. The light was bad, and I could
decipher the words.
"Then the LORD answered him out ol
whirlwind ... "
Once Jehovah stalked the mcun ·
I see the mountaintops. The mesh of
was on the floor of the porch.
A pan crashed to the floor and my
yelled, "Oh, fiddlesticks!"
the door slammed open and my
ran in. her face was ruddy from
exercise and her long black hair s
back from her head.
oh come, she's about to calve. oh
wes, and watch, she said.
father looked up from his biblt.
breakers' cow, eh? he said. i didn't
she had any sex left in her. thouglt
was too old to calve.
abraham, mother said.
come wes, come and watch.
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it's all right.
field . uncle ben
house was dark.
a light
from the open door of his barn .
we· re too Ia te, she said.
you it1 town , wes, she said.
and went but i was looking at
sky. after a while the 110ise of
..,.~-<ttooPrs' shovels stopped and i
their conversation die away, so i
011er to the grave. the tombstone
,lain, as he wa11ted it. and the
was mounded up over him. like a
11 the grass. the rai11 started. patterthe leat•es of a birch somewhere.
011 the grou11d. it made dark
the dry ground. i thought that
was a good thing because it had
~~t1ully dry and the farmers needed
new that after the rain it u•otdd
to si1dc in and be level.
myself into my buggy. my body

was heavy and the sky lay 011 the roof of
the buggy.
then suddenly i grabbed the whip from
its socket and brought it down square on
the back of one of the horses.
our footsteps were soft in the grass as
we ran. we reached the barn.
i came back just to get you, she said .
i knew you'd want to see, too.
we went into the barn . i could smell
the kerosene of the lamps and last winter's hay and something different, some·
thing oppressive, and fresh and new, all
at once.
did she) asked my sister.
uncle ben breaker was wiping his hands
on a rag and he looked hard at the rag.
no calf this year, he said, or ever. she's
too old to calve. i could see the cow on
her side, and a smaller, pink-brown form
lying still in the shadows of the stall.
uncle ben said, you kids better get on

home.
we walked back. when we walked inside
mother said, well, children, did you see
the new calf born?
he was horned when we !tOt there, my
sister said. he was horned dead.
i went upstairs and into my room.
i opened the bottom drawer of my dresser .
all the sketches, on the backs of lined
order-forms, were there, and i took some
out and looked at them, and then i put
them back and locked the drawer.
It was too dark to read, now. I closed
the Bible and hauled myself out of the glider.
I walked to the screen door . The light fell
full upon me, and I was enmeshed in the
shadow of the screen. I tore the door open,
and went in.

Russell M. Griffin

AN ANSWER: FOR SANDRA
Autumn, 1962

Past twelve, and the street is but a street.
(The cold is only cold, and I am only I.)
Old leaves are beaten by the wind and fly
above the ground. The few remaining on the trees
do not disguise but accent nakedness.
I long to chase a mass of leaves that flies ahead.
The mass returns and showers me.
One leaf, caught in the hand, held tight,
reveals rough, shredded edges and a missing center,
I loose it, watch it rise to join the rest,
and regard with no regret their crackling passing,
past the corner and away.
David Ctmy

HORSE ISLAND
The pasture's there, although the wind has grazed
And framed another wall there of its own;
And off behind the railings lies a house.
Some fishermen have said the doors stand still
As open as the day the men ran out
And kept away for good when they had found
A table setting coldly set for two
And nothing else of warmth or glint
Except a pot of coffee slowly boiling
On the stove.
On the opposing shore
The tides kick in the stormy stuff, and drive
Foaming horses sweeping wet and white
Across the wind: and what I hear, some say
Are ghostly horses shrieking through the storm:
(I could see them running, bridled still,
From the pale fields of the moon
Into the thickets, scratched and hung.)
I thought a harness helped the weak to breathe,
But any more of freedom than they had
Would twenty years ago have choked them all.
The thorns tugging at the bobbing reins
Twisted them from tassels into chains.
I often think to see the still house there
What love it takes-by that within I mean
How much-to rein a horse, and by how much
I wondered if halfway or so sufficed.

Now every breath they snort is rebel breath,
And though in shreds the harness hangs, I smart
With briars and fences smothering anew:
through the threads that love and freedom wove
They stare, stranded in a choking grove.
Across the pasture, gazing, one might think
To what winged line they are inheritor,
These cloudy hooves that press outside the gate-A threshold of myself it may have been,
The storming image stunted on the shore.
Musing I track the printed hooves of death,
That going into wilderness can tame
The wildest of the wild;-heavily back I turn
And in my leaning ease the latch,
But only thus unminding did I part
The idly open portal of an hour.
It asks my conscience having opened so
What any yet of loving left to do,
Something in me still to be implored
By something that I halfway gave awayAnd yet the ache has all but taken me
To break the horses running here no more
By slamming the gate shut, and the door.

Peter Hollenbeck

SAINT FRANCIS OR SOMEONE
My saints must be involved and scarred, not sealed
in prophylactic shrouds. And yet I see
your saints as mine and long to have revealed
some story of their scars, mythology
to give their callousness our sympathy.
I see Saint Francis stumble from the street
and climb a narrow stairway drunkenly
to seek some shabby, tenth-floor, dark retreat.
Deep, madman voices ring within his mind:
Far off, .romeone you could not touch goes on.
Close by, someone you touched relapses. Find
some other life. Give up. Give up.
At dawn,
our saint himself collapses. Vertigo
asserts itself again; alone, he sees
his frailty confirmed by all below,
by wall, wall , wall, and wall.
Upon his knees,
he knows he can no longer try, vomits,
and wishes that his lungs might be the sky.

David Curry
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